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In this newsletter we inform you about several new products. The summer holiday is
not far away anymore. Minewood Quilting will be closed from 8 July until 29 July due
to holidays. Of course, you can still place orders . Orders will be sent in the order they
arrived as soon as possible after 29 July. Everyone that places an order between 8 and
29 July with a minimum of € 20, will receive a nice and useful extra with their order.
Department Tools and Notions restructured
We have been stocking up on tools and notions over the last few months. They will be
added to the website in the coming weeks. Because the list became so long, we have
now restructured the Tools and Notions department into several subdepartments. This
should help you find the things you are looking for better.
English paper piecing
In the traditional English way of making patchwork, you sew pieces of fabric together,
after wrapping them around cardboard templates. You then whip stitch the pieces together, after securing the fabric to the cardboard with a tacking stitch. You can
make lots of patterns in this way, not just hexagons. We now have really beautiful
products by Busy Fingers from Australia. The packages contain a pattern, papers in
several shapes and acrylic templates to cut the fabric into the right shape and right
size quickly. You can make the most of the pattern in your fabric, because you can see
through the acrylic temples. We also carry packages of just hexagon papers, or sets of
hexagon papers with a hexagon template.
With these packages, you can put
together a nice handwork project
that can you can take along easily, e.g. on holiday. You will find
these products in the department NEW and in the department Tools and Notions.

BF PP4

€ 31

BF PP9

€ 20

BF PP33

€ 20
1

1/2 inch hexagon
with template and
100 papers
BF templ 05
€ 10,75

1/2 inch hexagon
100 papers
BF hex 05
€ 3,75

3/4 inch hexagon
with template and
75 papers
BF templ 075
€ 10,75

3/4 inch hexagon
75 papers
BF hex 075
€ 3,75

1 inch hexagon
with template and
50 papers
BF templ 1
€ 10,75

1 inch hexagon 50
papers
BF hex 1
€ 3,75

Very handy clips to secure the
fabric around the paper, to
easily tack stitch the
hexagons. The clips are available in different colours.
LK 8 € 8,25
2 inch hexagon
with template and
25 papers
BF templ 2
€ 10,75

2 inch hexagon
25 papers
BF hex 2
€ 3,75

Fabric clubs: Dutch Treat, Basic and Batik
On 1 June the latest issues of the fabric clubs came
out. As a member of a fabric club, you receive 6 fabrics (you can choose fat quarters, half meters or meters) four times a year, plus a free newsletter with
pattern, information, a recipe and a quilt web site.
With these clubs, you collect a beautiful collection
of fabrics: Dutch Treat (Dutch fabrics), Basic (from
the basic series by Stof (Danish)) and Batik
(Hoffman). You see the fabrics of the summer issue
here. The Dutch Treat Fabric Club is € 15, the Basis
Club € 18 and the Batik Club € 22,50 (fat quarters,
not including shipping charges). You can join the club
in the department Fabric Clubs in the web shop.

Basic

Dutch Treat

Batik
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From Marti and Me Club
The From Marti and Me Club is very popular.
We now have two groups in Houten: the 11:00
hrs groups is filled, there are still some places
in the 14:00 hrs group.
The membership offers many advantages: free monthly patterns, free newsletters and
a 20% discount on the tools of the month: the templates or rulers that help you to
make the pattern quickly and precisely. The patterns are extensive, over 30 pages,
including several sizes of quilts and offering a lot of information on how to use Marti
Michell’s tools best.
You can choose a club membership in Houten: in that case you come to Houten the last
Saturday of each month to pick up your pattern and to attend a demonstration on the
use of the tool of the month. If that is too far away, you can choose a mail membership. We will send the pattern and the newsletter the Monday following the club meeting. Membership in Houten costs € 15 for 3 months, the mail membership is € 19 for
the Netherlands, € 22 for EU countries and € 24 for non-EU countries. You will find all
information in the department From Marti and Me Club on the web site. You can also
buy the patterns separately for € 7,50.
Current Issue From Marti and Me Club
If you join the From Marti and Me Club before 26 June, you will receive the current
pattern of the club: Seven Sisters. The Tools of the Month are Template set H and
one of the 60° triangle rulers: either the large or the small one. If you join the club,
you will receive the current pattern and an invoice for the club membership. If you
want the tools of the month, send an email (info@minewood.nl), or mention it in the order form of the shop in the box ’Your notice to us’. We will send you your order with an
invoice. The Seven Sisters pattern can also be ordered separately for € 7,50.

Kit Seven Sisters
MM-SS-KIT € 35

Template set H costs € 19,15 for club members
(normallyl € 23,95). The small triangle ruler is
€ 15,80 (normally € 19,75) and the large triangle ruler is € 18 (normally € 22,50).
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Discount of the month June
We have extended the discount of the month until June. You get 25% discount on the
Japanese fabrics by Quiltgate. Until 1 July they are only € 11,25 in stead of € 15 per
meter. Minimum order 0,5 meter. As long as supplies last.

Happy quilting!
Agnes Mijnhout
Vuurvlinderberm 36
3994 WH HOUTEN
The Netherlands
+31 30 6573081
info@minewood.nl
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